How to play:
Remove title card, instructions, and answer key. Shuffle the remaining cards and pass them all out. The student who has START begins the game by reading his or her card. Play continues by students answering each previous student by reading the corresponding card. The game ends when the last card has been read, and play returns to the first player.

Answer Key:
The game proceeds in the following card order: 9, 11, 16, 17, 1, 22, 18, 4, 10, 2, 20, 7, 15, 14, 5, 3, 19, 21, 13, 6, 12, 8

I have: start.
Who has: quadrilateral.
Who has: any four sided figure?
Who has: circle.
Who has: cube.
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I have: a word that means “a shape with straight sides and closed corners”?

Who has: polygon.

I have: start?

Who has: